Dedicated to the memory of Professor Giinter Wassermann After a short characterization of the most important stages of evolution of quantitative texture analysis as they are seen by the author, problems of simplification and improvement of precision are discussed especially concerning numerical calculations using the harmonic apparatus.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of textures of polycrystalline materials and especially the development of the corresponding theoretical apparatus already possess a rich history. First systematic measurements and considerations of preferred orientations were realized by material scientists and geologists at the beginning of our century (Wenk, 1985 (Wassermann and Greven, 1939, 1962) known by all specialists of texture science is still looked upon as a standard work in this field.
The next qualitative step (in the sixties) concerns the quantitative description of orientations (quantitative texture analysis"QTA"), the reproduction of the orientation distribution function ("ODF") f (g) from pole figures, the calculation of macroscopic properties of polycrystalline samples and the modelling of mechanisms of texture development using the concept of the ODF. Resting upon ideas and activities of Viglin, Bunge and Roe (Viglin, 1960/61; Bunge, 1969, 82; Roe, 1965 ) a whole mathematical apparatus was developed characterized by the term "harmonic" apparatus or method (Wenk, 1985) now.
In the seventies this apparatus was improved and generalized above all by the Clausthal-Metz (Bunge, Esling) and AachenCracov (Luecke, Pospiech, Jura) collaborations. At this the concept of ODF-representation by bell-shaped texture components carried on by the last ones considerably simplifies the ODF interpretation for practical purposes (Luecke et al., 1986) . At the same time new ideas concerning the "central problem of QTA" (ODF reproduction from pole figures) were suggested by Ruer, Baro and Imhof considering this problem without the use of the harmonic apparatus (Ruer and Baro, 1977; Imhof, 1982) .
The beginning of the eighties could be characterized by the term "ghost misery". The first explanation (Matthies, 1979) Wenk, 1985;  ICOTOM-6; ICOTOM-7; Matthies, 1981; 1982a; Bunge and Esling, 1982; Jura et al., 1980) analysing in detail and trying to overcome the unpleasant situation.
f These phenomena are connected with elements of inversion symmetry in the normal diffraction experiment or in the crystal class of the crystallites considered, leading to a loss of information about the ODF in pole figures. In a formally reproduced ODF with "reduced" content of information artificial maxima or minima ("ghosts") of considerable magnitude may appear absent in the true ODF. At first such ghosts were independently observed by Matsuo (Matsuo et al., 1972) and Pospiech (private communication, 1977) .
At the present moment the ghost problem and its consequences can be considered as understood (Matthies and Helming, 1982; Matthies, 1984) . The most important knowledge is that the solution of the central problem is ambiguous as a rule. Therefore any reproduction method or activity of ghost correction (each leading to its own "unambiguous" result due to "hidden" (Matthies, 1984) or explicitly formulated additional conditions (Matthies, 1982a;  Matthies and Vinel, 1982)) should be characterized distinctly by the properties of its ODF.
In this connection and for our most important lesson from the "ghost incident" (carefully test the theoretical concepts mathematically modelling the experiment and avoid hasty generalizations) model calculations with high precision are very important. However, in order to test a theoretical concept the mathematical model as well as the precision of the numerical calculation itself should be as much as possible free from errors falsifying the effects just to be investigated. This is to underline once more in the present process of developing a "truly" QTA (Matthies, 1982b; 1984) that should be able to value the quantitative results not only from the side of possible errors due to a reproduction method but also from the side of the quantity (attainable resolution power) and the quality of the experimental data (inner and outer compatibility of pole figures---cf. Matthies, 1986; .
Two tendencies in the eighties seem to be worth mentioning yet. The first is the "renaissance" of QTA in the field of geosciences on the new qualitative level using the ODF (Wenk, 1985 (Matthies, 1980 , 1982b by the WlMV-method (Wenk, 1985; Matthies, 1982a; Matthies and Vinel, 1982) working without any harmonic functions and series, harmonic expressions may be of interest also.
So the determination of linear macroscopic properties of a polycrystalline sample can elegantly be described by the harmonic apparatus (Bunge, 1969 (Bunge, , 1982 (Edmonds, 1957; Vashalovic et al., 1975) . At this the most important steps of interest for QTA were finished already in the middle of the fifties (Edmonds, 1955) .
The reason for such a "mathematical" engagement of the theoretical physicists can be understood by the fact, that the formal indices l, m (see below) of the harmonic apparatus are directly connected with the magnitude or the projection of the angular momentum of a particle or system of particles. From our point of view it is a somewhat "tragic" circumstance for QTA that the "theoretical texturists" in the sixties do not use the already existing modern apparatus what leads to a confusion in descriptions, inaccuracies, partly repeated "inventions of the bicycle", loss of possible simplifications and other things. At this it must be underlined that all these moments are not so aggravating in the traditional case of cubic-orthorhombic symmetry. But remembering the above discussions, unifications and optimizations should be aspired to in future. Of course, this is a complicated manysided process. Some moments of our concepts concerning the har-monic apparatus and described in more detail in Tn'n([q91, b, q92]) eimq'2e''n(dp)e in'l (-1)m+nDlm(( OG fl, --( 1)m+nom,n({Og , )t} 1), (6) with (7) Contrary to the real dm,,(fl) the Pr'n(dp) may be imaginary depending on m and n. This is a moment somewhat complicating the derivation of analytical expressions especially for low symmetries. In order to preserve a maximum of comparability of series for f (g) of type (1) 
Because (13) and (14) correspond to unitary transformations all the key equations of the harmonic apparatus in OTA ( (2), (8), (10), (11), (12) and the first stroke of (9)) are also valid. We have to change correspondingly D, Y, m, n by/), I7, fit, h only additionally omitting the stars (*) due to/)*=/) and I?*= I7". (21) the harmonic series for the ODF f(g) (8) can considerably be simplified (Bunge, 1969, 82) due to (G, 1)< 21 + 1: and if in the programs no special arrangements are realized for the organization of addition procedures then a great probability will exist for results of low quality.
In order to demonstrate this well known effect in numerical mathematics let us consider a simple example assuming that our computer is working with a precision of four digits in the mantissa only. I.e. a real number is given by +'N1N2N3N4 10 +M--t-O.NINaN3N4 E + M (N (G0), N2, N3, N4 0, 1, 2, 3,..., 9; M--a positive integer). Now for this precision 1000 + 0.1 will be considered as 1000 and leads to an error of 0.01% only. But if there is a large number of small terms in a sum the deviation from the exact result may be more heavy. (Liang et al., 1980) and the corresponding discussions at ICOTOM-6 (page 1239) also. recurrence using an expression combining A/rn_l,n_l, Alm+l,n+l, Atm+l,n and Am,. (-1)+mdm, _,,(zc ) . (28) for/ r/2.
Our more detailed analysis of the problem has shown that this schema can additionally be simplified. At first, for a recurrence the 
dim,n(0) (m ,n, dm (:r) (-1,)l+rnl m,
and using (28) all necessary dm,n() can be calculated by an expense comparable with that for (4), but with much higher precision. The corresponding computer routines can be organized very effectively especially for the typical case of a constant grid in the G-space.
